
pink blur pink blur pink blur smudged 
with tan

pink blurring into  
tan

tan blur

pink blur pink blur 
suggestion 
of human 

curve

pink blur thin black 
shape lower half  

suggesting human 
form

pink blurring into  
tan black triangle  
human triangle  

blurring into  tan

tan blur

pink blur 
with some 

kind of grey

pink blur 
split with  

fleshy 
suggestion

entire frame 
consumed by flesh 
red space in middle  

quadrant 

tan blur split with  
fleshy suggestion in  

opposition

tan blur marked by 
some kind of  

darker material

pink blur 
blending 
into grey

pink 
blurring into  

grey with  
upper 

triangle  
curved into  
human flesh

entire frame filled 
flesh with markers  
to indicate where 
flesh meets flesh 

and bends

split between 
human form and 

grey blurring 
curving into a 
demarcation of  

bending

grey blurring split  
at lower triangle  
into something 

somewhat lighter

grey blur grey blur grey blur grey blur grey blur split in  
the middle with  
something else



white blur mixed 
with black lines  
splitting middle

white blur with  
patches of  

brighter white  
with rectangle  
of brownish 

grey

whiter patches  
indicating light  

with lower 
square of grey 
tan split with  
lines of black

grey blur tan 
with black 
lines in the 

vertical 

mottled grey blur

 blur of brownish 
yellow split with  
lines more like  

brown

 pale yellow 
triangulated 
with human 

face in profile  
looking to  

lower middle  
mostly black

frame filled with  
torso bent  

across  
horizontal with  
patches of light  

to indicate  
background-  

triangle of black 
and patch of red

grey blur tan 
with black 
lines in the 

vertical with  
triangle of red 
surrounded by 
curve of flesh

 mottled grey blur

grey brown blur  
with shinier  

patches indicating 
water

 grey brown 
blur with  

upper triangle  
of black

 grey white with  
shapes of  

human legs 
embraced by 

diagonal - arms 
triangle of black 

in lower right

grey blur tan 
with black 
lines in the 

vertical

mottled grey blur

grey brown blur grey brown 
blur

 grey white  
frame split with  
elongation of  
human legs 

ending into the 
extension of feet

grey blur tan 
with black 
lines in the 

vertical

 mottled grey blur

 grey-white blur  
with brighter white  
patches suggesting 

light

grey brown 
blur

 grey-white blur  
with darker  

brown 
indicating box 

marked with red 
and black

grey blur tan 
with black 
lines in the 

vertical  
speckled white  

to the left

 mottled grey blur



Grey brown 
blur

Grey brown 
blur with  

human arm 
ending in  
gloved fist

Grey brown blur 
with white and 

lower right  
triangle of black 
terminating in  
color of flesh

grey brown blur 
tan with darker  
patches in the 

vertical 

grey brown blur

yellow grey 
with triangle  

of darker grey

yellow grey 
with dark green 

patches with  
grey with  

orange and 
black

frame triangulated 
with torso bent  
across diagonal  

patch of teal

grey blur tan 
with black lines 
in the vertical  

with triangle of  
red surrounded 
by curve of flesh

grey brown blur  
with lower left  

triangle of  
protruding black

 blur of grey 
black with  

curvature of  
human flesh 

and one 
discarded shoe

dark blue patch 
of grey strip of  

orange and 
human leg

stripe of orange 
patch of grey some 
green part of a bit  
of plaid dark blue

 sections of  
black sections  

of blue sections 
of yellow 

clenched fists in  
lower middle  

left

grey brown blur  
split with black 
and patches of  

yellow

grey brown 
blur with  

naked human 
foot in upper  

left corner and 
suggestion of  
foot in lower  

right

grey brown blur  
with large patch 

of black

blur of grey blue 
plaid with  

suggestion of  
hands in lower  

middle

blue blurs with  
the suggestion 

of legs

 mottled grey blur 
with slice of blue 
and small a line  

of human leg

 mottled grey 
brown white  

blur with  
triangle of  
black split  
with white  
marking off  
upper right  

corner

 mottled grey 
brown white  

blur with  
triangles of  

black marking 
off upper left  

and right  
corners

 mottled grey 
brown white blur  

with shapes of  
human hands held 
together in upper 

middle

mottled grey 
brown white  

blur

 truncated section 
of human foot  
surrounded by 

grey blur



 lighter beige 
with patches 
of grey and 

magenta

 beige folded at  
the triangle

 large patch of  
beige and triangle  
of what appears 
to be folded skin

tan blur with  
strands of hair

tan blur

light beige 
and the 

suggestion of  
bent elbow

beige at the  
diagonal with  
mottled grey 

brown at lower  
right corner

beige in upper 
corner open 

mouth clenched 
teeth at lower  

right

right vertical of  
human hair  

with suggestion 
of face 

including eyes 
indicating 
emotion

tan blur

triangle of  
green brown 
with triangle  
of flesh with  
triangle of  

black 

human  arm 
terminating in  
teal suggesting 
partially gloved 

hand

black background 
surrounding 

gloved thumb 
extended upwards 
bandaged nose in  

lower right

 sections of  
black sections  
of gloved hand

tan blur 

mostly black 
with triangle  
of grey blur

black human face 
bandaged eye red 

smudge at the  
edge of white

white grey 
suggesting ice  

black at the top 

white grey 
suggesting ice  

black at the top 

mostly black 
with triangle  
of grey blur

black white grey 
suggesting ice  

black 
triangulating 

corner 

white grey 
suggesting ice   

white grey 
suggesting ice 



white blur  
mixed with  
tan black 

smudges in 
the right  
corner

white blur with  
patches of  

brighter white  
lower lines  

filled in with  
yellow and 

then a curve of  
black

lines of  
rectangles  

demarcated by 
black 

surrounded by 
white and 

occasional red

continuation of  
rectangles with  

spots of grey and 
two square shapes  
of mostly all red

half black 
rectangle half  
mottled grey

 blur of  
brownish 

yellow split  
with lines  
more like  

brown

 pale yellow 
triangulated 
with human 

face in profile  
looking to  

lower middle

 black yellow 
grey white  

striping

 white and then 
mottled grey and 

then brown striping 
blurring into  

whitish brown

 half black 
rectangle half  
mottled grey

 grey-white  
with left  

triangle of  
yellowish 

brown

 frame filled  
with torso split  
by black line 
with brown 
and mottled 

grey arm 
extending in  

the upper right

 grey white with  
shape of fist in  
lower left while  
solid black line  

completes  
triangle

 upper left squared 
with mixture of red 

grey and brown 
surrounded by grey 
white split with dark 

grey line

 half black 
rectangle half  
mottled grey

 grey-white  
mottled with  

brighter  
white in  
lower 

triangle

 frame split by  
legs clothed in  
mottled grey 

brown

 grey white  
frame with solid  

black line 
demarcating 

triangle of upper  
right

 solid black line in  
lower right triangle  
ending in the shape 

of a human face,  
arm extended 

outside the frame

 grey white blur 
split in half with  

suggestion of  
human torso

 grey-white  
blur

 grey-white  
split with  

narrowing of  
boots

 grey-white blur  grey white blur  
with clenched fist in  
upper right corner

 grey blurring with  
suggestion of  
human form


